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The ultrasonic stack completes the system. It transfers vibratory energy, through direct contact with the parts, to the sealing/joining surface. The stack typically consists of three items: the transducer or converter (described above), which contains the piezoelectric ceramic crystals that oscillate
at the frequency of the applied power-supply signal. As these crystals oscillate, they physically expand and contract, creating measurable mechanical motion (referred to as peak-to-peak amplitude) in the output side of the transducer. Drift Zones in Forza Horizon 5 are challenges found all over
the roads in Mexico that test players drifting skills. For each Drift Zone, you need to drive along and stay within a particular stretch of road marked by flags. Starting at zero, your points will increase so long youre drifting and will stop increasing when driving normally. You can initiate a drift by

tapping the brakes or e-brake as you turn your car. Maintaining a drift requires practice, but you need to carefully balance your steering in both directions to prevent spinning out or regaining full control. When you exit the Drift Zone, youll be awarded your final score and star rating. Once
youve completed your first drift, youll automatically be placed on the leaderboard. Once a day, your score on the leaderboard will reset to zero, so youll have to earn your way back up to the top. Don’t forget to post a screenshot of your best drift session on your social networks. Each Drift Zone
has three score thresholds that you can meet to get a star rating and certain rewards. Getting a one-star score in any Forza Horizon 5 Drift Zone will award you with 100 Accolade Points, a two-star score will get you 250 Accolade Points, and a three-star score will get you 500 Accolade Points.

To see the score thresholds for a given Drift Zone, hover over its icon on the map and an information box will appear. Your score also goes onto a leaderboard so you can see exactly how well youve done compare to other players.
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drift zones starts with a simple set of instructions: get as close to the wall as you can while staying on the drifting line. the drift line is indicated by a small blue flashing line on the ground, and the inside edge of the road (which you can see on the screenshot above) is the outside edge of the
drifting line. if youve drifted too far to the left or right, youll end up going off the road, and if youve drifted too far to the left or right youll drop into the air. if you stay on the drifting line youll gradually drift toward the wall. once youre close enough to the wall, the gps arrow will drift away from
the wall. the wall is the actual edge of the road, which you can see by looking down at your gps arrow and following it around. its a little strange to think of drifting as a race, but thats how it feels when youre drifting in drift zones. youre trying to time your drift to when the gps arrow is heading
in the direction of the wall, and you want to drift out as fast as you can. the drift zones can have up to four challenge tracks. theres a total of 12 drift zones to unlock. you can pick either the left or right side to drift on, and you have a total of 16 drift zones to unlock. the drift zones are designed
to be completed in any order, but completing them all in order will unlock the drift king difficulty for each one. this is where youll need to drift the most carefully to complete the course. if you drift too much, youll exit the drift zone, and if you drift too far left or right youll drop into the air and

lose points. if you stay in the drift zone and drift just a bit too far, youll drift out of the drift zone and lose points. if you drift a little bit too close to the wall, youll drift off the drift zone and lose points. 5ec8ef588b
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